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GM NOTES:

work. It was a primitive planet but rich in intelligent
life like humans. Leaving his ship in protective orbit
around the planet, he set up a new home-base inside
an active volcano. The geothermal heat and access
to vast mineral wealth made it an ideal location,
but also...he had always dreamed of having evil lair
nestled in an active volcano ever since he was just a
little baby Star Spawn.

This adventure is designed for 6-8 characters of levels
6 to 10. You’ll need a good mix of classes and races
capable of inflicting mass damage in just a few rounds.
If you need to scale the encounters up or down to
match your group, feel free.
This module is a genre-hybrid mashup and very much
a sandbox for the industrious GM, having a range of
unconventional role-playing opportunities in addition to
copious amounts of combat. The Star Spawn has been
throughout time and space and this adventure can
be the bridge to whatever fantastical science fiction
elements you may want to introduce to your group.
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This volcano is on the far eastern slopes of Hell’s Peaks
a mountain range the players would familiar with from
childhood. This is the perfect hidden location to build
his secret machines.
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The Star Spawn hasn’t forgotten what the Elder Things
did to him but if he is to face them again and take his
revenge, he will need more power. To this end, he has
been constructing his ultimate invention...The Eternity
Machine, designed to give him eternal life. Soon he
will stand against the Elder Things as one of them.

GM BACKGROUND:
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Eons ago, Harlan Kilmm a.k.a the “Star Spawn” was a
powerful warrior and leader during the Battle of the
Paleozoic period and fought vigorously in the longterm war against the Elder Things. Eventually he was
captured by them and locked in another dimension
through a Phase Mirror and cast off amongst the
stars... never to return. He was banished, not because
he was too dangerous (they could deal with that), but
because he was too “weird.”

For untold millennia he drifted through space. Trapped
in his own twisted mind, he schemed and plotted
his eventual escape. As the countless, lonely years
passed, the isolation began to drive him insane and
his heart grew ever more wretched and evil. From the
void of his prison he watched and he waited.

Until one fateful day when a starship called The Venture
piloted by Captain Buck Starblaster unknowingly
warped into the same space-time occupied by the
Phase Mirror and shattered it. Starblaster and his crew
had unsuspectingly freed the Star Spawn who, because
of his telepathic abilities, easily subdued them and took
control of the ship. He made them say lies...do things....
the Captain was strong. The Star Spawn tortured the
crew’s bodies and minds with strange and unusual
experiments, amusing himself with this new fleshy plaything. He finds humans fascinating and puts them on
a list of exploitable species. He eventually executed
the entire crew accept for Captain Starblaster, who
for his arrogance and filthy smart mouth, was frozen in
Carbonstone and kept as a trophy.

RUMORS TABLE:
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The Players will have heard 3-4 of the following rumors
from the locals. Roll a d6 from the list below:
1. “A little green monster with a exposed brain for a
head, mutilated my cows and killed them!”
2. “Highwaymen reported seeing a strange flying
beings around the Volcano and adjacent areas!”
3. “Women of all races; Human, Dwarven, Elven and
even Half-Orc have been abducted and taken to the
volcano for wicked experiments”
4. “The Star Spawn has a strange soft spot for music
and stage theater. It is rumored he even has huge
room for some kind of weird musical entertainment!”

Over the next few years the Star Spawn traveled
gleefully around space and time creating chaos,
havoc and mayhem. He collected intelligent species
and technology from across the galaxy to fuel his sick
and twisted experiments as he delved into the darkest
regions of science and magic in search of immortality.

5. “A great mage known as Eon the Wisenheimer
adventured into the volcano recently and never
returned. He was looking for Dungeon Breaker horns
for a powerful spell he was making. We miss him and
his funny, crooked blue hat.”
6. “A hunter in the woods around Hell’s Peaks claims
he shot a wild pig that could speak Common. Before
it died it said that it was a man under an evil spell.”

After searching for many years, the Star Spawn found
the perfect planet to dominate and continue his evil
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the spikes will be poisoned so roll a d100 to determine
the result, anything higher that 50% will cause the
player to become poisoned and they will incur an
extra 1d4 damage every turn until they are cured.

see page 32 for details

Dungeon Level - d4
1. Little Green Bastard - (#1d4): AC: 0, MV: 120 ft, HD:
5, HP: 40, #AT: 3 [2 claws / 1 bite], D: 1d4/1d4/1d8, SA:
Brain Freeze (Save vs Paralyzation), SD: Summon, SZ:
Small, MR: 50%, AL: Chaotic Evil, Level/XP:5/500+5/HP

AIR VENTS:

There are air vents and ductwork that go between
rooms within the spaceship that are just large
enough for the players to crawl through. How many
interceptor drones they run into in there is up to you
as is any additional treasure or dangers you want to
include there. In the case of a hull breach, all vents
and doors will close and lock automatically.

2. Space Worms - (#2d4): AC: 3, MV: 120 ft, HD: 6+2, HP:
48 each, #AT: 1, D: 1d8, Paralysis, 2d6, SZ: Large (5 ft/6
ft), MR: Normal, AL: Neutral, Level/XP: 3/105+3/HP6.
3. Brain Striders - (#2d8): AC: 0, MV: 255 ft, HD: 8, HP:
64 each, #AT: 2, D:1d4,1d4, SA: Mind Blast (see new
monsters section), SD: Energy Shield (see new monsters
section) SZ: Gigantic (8 ft diameter), MR: Normal, AL:
Chaotic Evil, Level/XP: 8/3000 + 10/HP

DOORS:
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WANDERING MONSTERS:
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An average door in the dungeon level would be
locked and take 25hp damage before breaking unless
otherwise noted. All doors on the spaceship are made
of a alien metal that can take 250hp damage before
breaking open. They open by sliding right to left into
its adjacent wall then sliding shut after a few seconds.
Many doors on the spaceship will open freely as the
Star Spawn has nothing to fear, but certain sensitive
areas require special Key Cards to access.

4. Interceptor Drones - (#1d4): AC: -1, MV: 150 ft, HD: 5,
HP: 40 each, #AT: 1, D:1d12, SA: None, SZ: Very Small,
MR: Standard, AL: Neutral, Level/XP: 5/50 + 7/HP
Add 5 & 6 for Spaceship Level - use d6
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5. Police Robots - (#2d8): AC: 1, MV: 90 ft, HD: 10, HP:
50 each, #AT: 2 (robotic electrical shock tentacles),
D: 1d8,1d8, SZ: Man Sized (5 ft/6 ft), MR: Normal, AL:
Neutral, Level/XP: 10/60+10/HP. When robots detect
a Player they will start yelling “Intruder Alert! Intruder
Alert!” and either attack or flee to get help.

KEY CARDS:

Secured doors in the Spaceship Levels and some of
the Dungeon Level may require a digital KEY CARD
for entry, unless the players can teleport or use some
magical means of entry. The key cards are about two
inches high and three inches long and made of a
solid hard plastic. If a door requires a certain key card,
the encounter will tell you which ones can be used for
entry: e.g (W, R, B).

6. Extermination Android - (#1): AC: 5, MV: 90 ft, HD:
8+2, HP: 64 #AT: 1, D:1d12, SZ: Large, MR: Standard, AL:
Chaotic Evil, Level/XP: 8/750 + 8/HP
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WHITE: Acces to the Dungeon Level
Transporter Room (E1.13)
RED: Access to the Spaceship Levels
1 & 2 Elevators (S1.10)

BLACK: Access to the Eternity Machine
(S2.11 The Gateway Door)

NIVEK

NIVEK (nee-veck) is an android the party finds in
pieces in E1.06. Having this NPC around is a big help
for adventurers in operating machinery and talking
with computers. You can use him as a vehicle to help
translate languages and explain the bizarre futuristic
circumstances to the Player Characters who are, let’s
face it, scientifically illiterate barbarians.

ADVANCED WEAPONRY

Players may come across futuristic weapons like
disruptor pistols and blaster rifles that are scattered
throughout the adventure. Unless its already been
explained to them how the “boom-sticks” work, they
will have to make an Intelligence check (roll a D20
and hope they roll under their Intelligence) or they may
shoot their own eye out. See page 34 for new weapons.

PIT TRAPS:

All pit traps in the dungeon are 10 feet deep and have
rusted spikes on the bottom. A fall into one will cause
2d8 damage. In addition there is a 50% chance that
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